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Bandag News

What
makes
Bandag
retreads
RELIABLE?

How does your claim rate compare to the
Bandag national average? How many casings
that should have been rejected were ‘salvaged’
and subsequently retreaded? How much has
that cost you in on-road failures and claims?
Would you like to know? Would you like a
partner you can RELY on?
With Bandag, you don’t have to be a tyre
expert. You just have to know one!

RELIABILITY is one of those words so casually

With this in mind, Bandag’s Manufacturing

Bandag specialises in the manufacture of

thrown around… But what is RELIABILITY and

Excellence Program is used to audit Bandag

retreads and best-in-class after sales service.

more importantly what makes Bandag retreads

franchisees.

That’s what we do.

reliable?

franchisee audits, some interesting stats have

In the latest manufacturing

emerged. These stats lend themselves to

For more information on how you can benefit

Dependable, trustworthy… These are some of

demonstrating the high RELIABILITY of the

contact Bandag today on +27 11 439 6000 or

the popular definitions you can come across if

next Bandag retread you buy.

visit www.bandag.co.za.

you search the term RELIABILITY. Quality is
another aspect that ensures the RELIABILITY
of a product and for Bandag, both are nonnegotiable. So now you might say Bandag is
using these words casually… But are we???
With multiple ISO certifications, strict global
audits and an internal culture for quality,
Bandag aims to deliver a RELIABLE product to
ensure its customers are fully satisfied.
At the same time, we know that our retreads
must be applied to retreadable casings.
We know that inferior casings will affect
the RELIABILITY perception of a Bandag
retread. Most importantly, we know that strict
manufacturing levels must be adhered to in
order to deliver a Reliable Bandag product.

With the reliability you get from Bandag, your ﬂeet can take on anything.
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